A New Foundation for
Construction Data
The competitive advantage unlocked
by element-level data in construction.

Construction data today
Many industries have successfully used data to streamline operations and reduce
waste and risk, and they’ve done so by harnessing data on the building blocks of their
business: Retail tracks at the SKU level, digital mapping relies on GPS coordinates
and Major League Baseball measures the velocity, position and break of every pitch.
The opportunity for construction lies in systematically monitoring and measuring all
the constituent elements: each individual plumbing sleeve, façade panel or embed
installed on a jobsite.
Element-level construction data holds the key to the next
phase of evolution in the industry. Turning every PT cable and
embed into a data point that reflects its quality, schedule and
location creates a universal vocabulary. This breaks down silos
of information between project participants to create a common,
measurable standard for construction for quality, performance,
schedule, speed, conformance and how exposure is managed.
Projects have become more complex, which means investors,
owners, real estate developers and general contractors
increasingly need tools that enable them to track—and make
sense of—performance as well as risk exposure.
Doing so, however, hinges on being able to effectively gather and
use information. There is a lot of documentation in construction,
but data is creeping slowly into the industry from different sides,
from safety and procurement to operations & maintenance and
market transactions. We have very little non-financial data about
the business of construction itself.
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Why existing data reporting falls short
Access to accurate project data remains a stumbling block across the industry.
Data today is often as opaque as a concrete pour—it can’t be broken down into its
constituent parts, so you have to take it as it is. In addition, most data in the industry is
self-reported and siloed. In many cases, elements that have been installed are merely
spot-checked, not verified in a complete, systematic way.
At the company level, management is saddled with understanding
variables ranging from location to building type, latent liabilities
and warranty claims, all of which make it difficult to understand
company-wide performance or dig into root causes.
This means that the perspective today’s data provides about
what is happening on site is incomplete, biased and a lagging
indicator at best. And while the volume of available project
data has doubled over the last three years, three in 10 industry
leaders surveyed by Autodesk say that more than half their data
is bad and that 14% of all rework is caused by bad data. Given
the prevalence of rework on jobsites today, that amounts to a
significant impact.
On top of that, most of the data we have today is in the BIM
model, but it’s an open-loop system—it points the field in the right
direction but fails to connect between design and installation. By
tracking the installation of each element using new tools, the loop
is closed, enriching planning data with systematically verified asbuilt information that makes the data useful not just for the life of
the project but also for the life of the asset.
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How digital construction verification is
completing the equation
Digital construction verification (DCV) leverages technology to identify and categorize
each individual element in the project plans in order to systematically verify that each
element is installed correctly in the field, during—not after—installation.
Element-level DCV provides real-time data, feedback and
actionable insights to reveal patterns that help managers
uncover errors, prioritize fixes and make better decisions about
everything from the subcontractors they choose to how they
enable better coordination between trades. It closes the loop
with the field, enabling trades to improve on the job and reduce
rework as they are installing, while providing a system of
record recording the actual as-built conditions.
Data analysis from more than $10 billion in construction
projects—from high-rise commercial to multifamily residential,
from cast in place (CIP) and wood frame buildings to specialty
construction—has uncovered insights into trade performance
that affect projects today, serve as leading indicators for
overall project performance, and determine the exposure and
direction of the business.
Keep reading to learn more about what we found, why it
matters and how to make the most of construction data today
and in the future.
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Our Analysis:
Metrics That Matter
An analysis of elements installed on a wide variety of construction projects has led to the
development of two key indices—the Performance Index and the Coordination Index.
These indices bring together data on each individual element
installed before the concrete pour—a foundational phase of
construction that has a determinant impact on the rate of errors for
the work that follows on the façade and the interior. If the structure
is error-free, chances of a successful project increase significantly.
And our analysis clearly shows that performance and coordination
issues are the primary drivers of financial loss, schedule delays,
uncertainty and owner discontent on jobsites of all types.
While performance and coordination are often interrelated, each
stands on its own as a powerful index. A project can have perfect
coordination but installation issues due to human error; the opposite
also holds true.
By harnessing the power of element-level construction data, the
Performance Index and the Coordination Index provide new insight
that helps reduce and mitigate human error and rework as well as
the misalignment of coordination in design and execution.
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The Performance Index
New insight into fieldwork performance
Performance has historically been understood as a lagging indicator, with nonstandard measurements often skewed by instincts and personal experience.
Performance metrics that can be applied to any construction project, free from
emotion and misinterpretation, create a standard that businesses can measure, track
and enforce across project portfolios. They also enable collaboration between project
teams, which helps raise the performance of all trade partners.
Our analysis revealed three
performance metrics—mitigation,
installation progress and trade
accuracy—that, when combined, form
a Performance Index that serves as a
leading indicator for the success of a
construction project. The flip side of
performance is exposure: Uncertainty
about the impacts of an incorrectly
installed element expose the project
to an unknown level of risk.
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Exposed to
risk

Trade
Accuracy

The % of observations that have
been treated before the concrete
pour.
# of observations treated / total
number of observations.
The % of elements in the plans that
have been installed, indicating the
amount of WIP remaining in the last
shift prior to a pour.
# of elements installed / total # of
elements in plan.
The % of elements initially installed
before the concrete pour within
defined project tolerances.
# of elements installed correctly
the first time / total # of elements.

Performance Index Analysis

Construction performance is held back by
Work in Progress (WIP)

The industry as a whole has a Performance Index of 86.82%, which means that 13%
of all elements at the beginning of a concrete pour carry a high level of uncertainty,
exposing the project to significant risk. Two-thirds of that risk, nearly 9% of all planned
elements, consists of elements not yet installed at the beginning of the shift when
concrete is being poured.
The data shows that when trades install elements in a timely manner, fewer mistakes are
made. Plumbing is an outlier in this regard, which indicates that more specific data models
need to be developed in order to capture the unique challenges of each trade.
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WIP and Observation Rate by Trade
WIP & Average First-Time Quality (FTQ) % of total elements that are
“Work in Progress” (WIP) and that are installed correctly the first time
(FTQ). The data shows a correlation between lower quality and the % of
elements that have yet to be installed immediately before a pour.
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Do trades know their performance inherently? The data
shows that the higher the rate of added scope, or the
installation of elements that weren’t in the plans, the lower
performance and quality tend to be. That suggests that trades
are likely aware of their low conformance to plans and are
compensating with extra elements to aid in the final installation
of systems. Such independent trade activity indicates a need
for further alignment of plans, schedules or expectations.
What does the data say? The connection between added scope
and quality is apparent. The three trades with the highest rates
of added scope have higher-than-average rates of observations
for elements installed outside project tolerances. Incidentally,
these trades typically have the lowest levels of coordination.
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Added Scope and Observations by Trade
As trades add unplanned scope to projects, observations increase related
to the planned elements.

The Coordination Index

New insight into trade coordination

Element-level verification allows for real-time coordination analysis to expedite the
identification and resolution of issues arising from breakdowns in coordination
across multiple sets of plans and communication channels.
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The coordination scoring in this model takes into account the following: plan
coordination issues, elements accepted as installed and elements adjusted to field
conditions. Identifying a coordination issue with an element, even if it can’t be resolved
before the pour, enables teams to check for downstream impacts and proactively
resolve coordination problems.
Plan
Coordination
Issues

the % of elements flagged before the
concrete pour as a plan coordination issue.
# of elements flagged as coordination issue /
total # of elements

Elements
Accepted as
Installed

the % of elements accepted as installed
before the concrete pour.
# of accepted elements / total # of elements

Elements
Adjusted to Field
Conditions

the % of elements adjusted in the field
before the concrete pour.
# of adjusted elements / total # of elements

Coordination Index Analysis

Tech adoption helps trades coordinate
Overall, the industry has a coordination
score of 95%, which means that just 5%
of elements are installed incorrectly due
to coordination issues. This is a testament
to the architecture, engineering and
construction (AEC) industry as a whole—the
industry has come a long way by employing
advanced technologies in building design
such as BIM and through evolving project
delivery methods such as design build.
A further ROI can be realized on those
technologies by closing the loop on those
data with field data.
Mechanical leads the pack: The mechanical
trade has the highest overall Coordination
Index, which isn’t all that surprising
considering the prevalence of design-build
project delivery by this trade. While
electrical has the lowest Coordination Index
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across the industry, it is important to note that 72% of the coordination issues
found in the field are the result of contractors having to make adjustments due
to field conditions. While timing of installation may be a contributing factor, realtime verification data enables these issues to be addressed before they are cast in
concrete, eliminating downstream impacts.
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Concrete
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The Coordination Index by Trade
Mechanical leads the industry with only 1.5% of elements suffering
from coordination issues in the field.

Getting ahead of coordination: We see that 90% of coordination issues involve trades
consciously deviating from plans, whether that’s because elements installed by other
trades get in their way or they claim the deviation as acceptable despite defined project
tolerances. When tracked, these situations provide tremendous insight into downstream
coordination issues that these trades may not have the information to foresee. By providing
visibility to all members of the project team, including consultants and architects, real-world
project coordination can be aligned early and effectively.
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Almost 90% of Coordination issues

43.4%
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involve changes made in the field that
open up downstream exposure.

How to Start Using
Element-Level Data Today
The promise of element-level data is only beginning to be realized, but it already has
game-changing applications today. We recommend unlocking its potential with a few
key steps:

Identify root causes of fieldwork error
Systematically track data on each element on the jobsite in relation to specified project
tolerances on a trade-by-trade basis. This reveals patterns in the data that enable you to
drill down for root cause analysis of fieldwork issues and evaluate the overall performance
of trades for future planning.

Mitigate risk
Gain comprehensive visibility into areas of exposure based on objective data, not guesswork
or spot checks. By tying risk to a metric that is neither subjective nor self-reported,
element-level construction data is opening up new models of risk management. Lenders and
insurers are already looking at ways to incentivize customers who use DCV technology to
minimize risk and enable continuous improvement.

Adjust to new trade methodologies
Apply dimensional, element-level construction verification to ensure conformance of plans
and avoid clashes when the margin of error with new trade methodologies is increasingly
narrow. Element-level construction data enables predictable and successful implementation
and interface with conventional processes, for example prefab or modular components that
have much tighter tolerances for the installation of adjoining elements.

Drive performance improvement with data
Benchmark performance and coordination, standardize across the portfolio and optimize
project buy-out. Element-level construction data allows you to normalize measures of
performance, which takes the guesswork and emotion out of measurement. By applying a
uniform, data-based standard to performance across the portfolio, you can evaluate the ROI
of working with subcontractors by accurately gauging their relative and absolute performance
and understanding the total cost of engagement (including their fees and error rate).
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About SiteAware
SiteAware is the leading provider of Digital
Construction Verification (DCV) solutions to
minimize risk exposure in construction and
increase productivity across diverse projects.
Market leaders in construction, real estate
development and investment have chosen the
SiteAware DCV platform for real-time error
prevention on jobsites, eliminating costly and
time-consuming rework. SiteAware’s turnkey
DCV solution for the building’s structure, shell
and interior works in the background during
construction and requires no maintenance,
training or operation by the end user. For
more information, visit www.siteaware.com.
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